
N°

Ship Name

Type of Ship

Flag

Gross Tonnage

IMO Number

Date

Time

Position of the 

incident*

Action taken by the 

master and the crew

Was the incident 

reported to the coastal 

authority? Which one?

Reporting State or 

international 

organization

1 2 3 4 7 8 9

1

Rainbow Star

Tanker

Hong Kong, China

26914

9380049

01/05/2023

02:30 LT

MALACCA STRAIT

Approximately 8.0 nm 

northwest of Tanjung 

Pergam, Bintan Island- 

(Indonesia)Singapore 

Strait

Indonesia

01° 15.32' N

104° 13.32' E

The master mustered 

all crew and 

conducted a search of 

the ship.

Yes

The master reported 

incident to Singapore 

VTIS.

ReCAAP ISC via 

ReCAAP Focal Point

(Singapore)

(ReCAAP)

2

Lanpan 30 / Ombak Biru 

Satu

Tug

Singapore

1283

9734551

09/05/2023

18:00 UTC

MALACCA STRAIT

Singapore Straits

Singapore

01° 12.89' N

103° 21.97' E

NA
Yes

Local authorities via VHF

PRC relayed the 

message to Singapore 

Police Coast Guard, 

MMEA Putrajaya, 

MMEA Selatan & 

Malaysia Marine Police.

(IMBKL)

3

Lucky Source

Bulk carrier

Singapore

32505

9333929

21/05/2023

18:00 UTC

MALACCA STRAIT

Approximately 3.3 nm 

off Pulau Cula, 

Indonesia in the 

eastbound lane of the 

Traffic Singapore Strait

Indonesia

01° 02.55' N

103° 39.38' E

The duty officer 

immediately alerted 

the bridge team and 

the master raised the 

ship’s alarm.

A search was 

subsequently 

conducted by the crew 

with no further 

sightings of the 

perpetrators.  

Yes

The ship manager 

reported the incident to the 

authorities.

PRC relayed the 

message to Singapore 

Police Coast Guard and 

Indonesian Marine 

Police HQ.

(IMBKL)

(ReCAAP)

 IN TERRITORIAL WATERS

ANNEX I

Acts of piracy and armed robbery allegedly committed against ships reported by

Member States or international organizations in consultative status

Details of the incident
Consequences for crew, 

ship, cargo
Coastal State Action Taken

5 6 10

While underway, the master reported to Singapore Vessel 

Traffic Information System (VTIS) that the crew sighted four 

perpetrators on the main deck.

The master mustered the crew and conducted a search of 

the ship. The master declared nothing was stolen and the 

crew members were not injured. The ship was transiting the 

TSS, and was on the way to Batangas, Philippines from 

Pasir Gudang, Malaysia.

Safety navigational broadcast initiated. The Republic of 

Singapore Navy's (RSN) Maritime Security Task Force 

(MSTF) and Singapore Police Coast Guard were notified of 

the incident.

The crew members were 

not injured.

Nothing was stolen.

Safety navigational broadcast 

initiated. The RSN’s MSTF and 

Singapore Police Coast Guard 

were notified of the incident.

Nil NA

Unauthorised persons boarded an unmanned barge under 

tow, twice within three hours. Incident reported to local 

authorities via VHF. All crew members reported safe.

While underway, the duty officer spotted about four to five 

perpetrators entering the engine room workshop. One 

perpetrator was sighted to be holding a long knife. The duty 

officer immediately alerted the bridge team and the master 

raised the alarm to inform crew. 

The perpetrators fled the ship upon hearing the alarm. A 

search was subsequently conducted by the crew with no 

further sightings of the perpetrators. The crew was not 

injured and some spare parts for the auxiliary engine were 

reported stolen. 

The Singapore Police Coast Guard boarded the ship to 

conduct investigation upon her arrival at the Singapore 

anchorage.

Safety broadcast on anti-piracy watch was initiated to warn 

all ships to maintain vigilance at all times.

All crew members were 

safe. 

Some spare parts for the 

auxiliary engine were 

reported stolen. 

The Singapore Police Coast 

Guard boarded the ship to 

conduct investigation upon her 

arrival at the Singapore 

anchorage.

Safety broadcast on anti-piracy 

watch carried out to warn all ships 

to maintain vigilance at all times.

 * The position given should be as accurate as possible including latitude and longitude co-ordinates or as a bearing and distance from a conspicuous landmark

NOTE: SOUTH AMERICA: (A) - Atlantic; (C) - Caribbean; (P) - Pacific 



4

Corinthian Phoenix

Bulk carrier

Panama

93050

9451628

25/05/2023

23:00 UTC

MALACCA STRAIT

Singapore Straits

Malaysia

01° 26.29' N

104° 30.39' E

Nil
Yes

Local authorities

PRC relayed the 

message to Singapore 

Police Coast Guard and 

MMEA Putrajaya, 

MMEA Selatan & 

Malaysia Marine Police.

(IMBKL)

5

Jin Hwa 47 / Jin Hwa 48

Tug

Malaysia

236

9026095

29/05/2023

00:01 LT

MALACCA STRAIT

Approximately 3.56 nm 

off Tanjung Piai, 

(Malaysia), in the 

Singapore Strait (SS).

Malaysia

01° 12.38' N

103° 32.38' E

The master reported 

the incident to VTIS 

West, and sounded 

the alarm.

The crew were 

mustered and 

accounted for.  

Yes

The master reported the 

incident to VTIS West.

ReCAAP ISC via 

ReCAAP Focal Point 

(Singapore)

(ReCAAP)

6

Nord Adriatic

Bulk carrier

Singapore

34830

9767584

29/05/2023

15:00 UTC

MALACCA STRAIT

Off Pulau Cula 

(Indonesia), in the 

Singapore Strait.

Indonesia

01° 04.40' N

103° 42.24' E

Alarm raised, crew 

mustered, and a 

search was carried 

out.

Yes

Local authorities                                                                                                                                                                                 

ReCAAP ISC via 

ReCAAP Focal Point 

(Singapore)

(ReCAAP)

PRC relayed the 

message to Singapore 

Police Coast Guard and 

Indonesian Marine 

Police HQ.

(IMBKL)

1

Sol Stride

Container ship

Panama

10308

9322877

01/05/2023

01:01 LT

SOUTH CHINA SEA

Manila Bay Anchorage,  

the Philippines

Philippines

14° 32.74' N

120° 55.65' E

Crew members 

conducted a search 

onboard.

Yes

Philippine Coast Guard 

(PCG) was informed.

ReCAAP ISC via 

ReCAAP Focal Point 

(Philippines)

(ReCAAP)

 IN PORT AREA

Not reported

Personal properties and 

ship’s engine spares were 

stolen.

Four robbers armed with a knife, boarded a ship underway. 

They took hostage and tied the duty crew, stole personal 

properties and ship’s engine spares. Alert crew raised the 

alarm and crew mustered. Hearing the alarm, the robbers 

escaped with stolen ship’s engine spare parts and personal 

properties. Incident reported to local authority.

Duty crew on routine rounds noticed the storeroom broken 

into and ship’s properties missing. Theft reported to local 

authorities.

Ship’s properties missing
Coast Guard boarded the tanker 

for inspection.

While the tug boat towing barge was underway, the master 

of the tug boat reported to Vessel Traffic Information 

System (VTIS) West that three perpetrators boarded the 

barge and stole some scrap metal on board. 

The master sounded the alarm, and all crew was mustered 

and accounted for. The crew members were safe, and the 

master confirmed that no further assistance is required. 

The tug boat towing the barge was on her way to Penang in 

the westbound lane of TSS in the SS, when the incident 

occurred. 

The crew members were 

safe.

Scrap metal were reported 

stolen.

The Coastal State was not 

notified.

While at anchor, duty roving noticed two perpetrators 

jumped into the sea during their watch. 

Crew members of the said vessel conducted assessment 

to identify missing items on board. Ship properties & stores 

were stolen.

Personnel of CGS Manila together with The Philippine 

Coast Guard Auxiliary (PCGA) Squadron on board PCGAR 

HIB101-425 immediately proceeded to the said location and 

conducted assessment and monitoring to any suspicious 

motor bancas and watercraft within the area.

The crew members were 

not injured.

One life raft, one set of 

fireman's outfit, one set of 

breathing apparatus and 

six pieces of life jacket 

were stolen.

PCG personnel at VTMS center 

immediately relayed the 

information to CGS Manila.

 * The position given should be as accurate as possible including latitude and longitude co-ordinates or as a bearing and distance from a conspicuous landmark

NOTE: SOUTH AMERICA: (A) - Atlantic; (C) - Caribbean; (P) - Pacific 



2

Grebe Bulker

Bulk carrier

Marshall Islands

33064

9441312

02/05/2023

00:30 UTC

WEST AFRICA

Owendo Inner 

Anchorage, Gabon

Gabon

00° 18.39' N

009° 24.29' E

A search was made 

throughout the ship.

Yes

Local Authorities

PRC relayed the 

message to CMC Zone 

D & Gabon Navy.

3

S.Kittichai 1

Fishing vessel

Thailand
10/05/2023

22:00 LT

MALACCA STRAIT

Off Sri Songkhla 

Dockyard, Thailand

Thailand

07° 19.00' N

100° 57.00' E

No information 

available

No

ReCAAP ISC via 

ReCAAP Focal Point

(Thailand)

(ReCAAP)

4

Levante

Bulk carrier

Malta

51255

9457854

19/05/2023

16:45 UTC

SOUTH CHINA SEA

Vung Tau Anchorage, 

Vietnam

Viet Nam

10° 14.50' N

107° 02.59' E

A search was carried 

out.

No

PRC relayed the 

message to Vietnam 

Coast Guard.

(IMBKL)

5

Success

Oil tanker

India

29335

9285718

25/05/2023

19:15 UTC

INDIAN OCEAN

Berth DOJ-03, 

Chittagong, 

Bangladesh

Bangladesh

22° 16.53' N

091° 48.15' E

Alarm raised and crew 

mustered

Yes

Chittagong Coast Guard

PRC relayed the 

message to Chittagong 

Authorities.

(IMBKL)

MSC.4/Circ.325

ANNEX I

___

Chief Officer onboard an anchored ship noticed the door to 

the master’s cabin damaged, opened and the Master 

missing. The ship’s safe was also opened with contents 

missing. On searching, the 2/O and 3/O were also missing, 

and their cabin doors damaged and opened. The incident 

was immediately reported to the local authorities who 

boarded the ship for investigation. The CSO confirmed that 

the three crews were kidnapped and later released on 21 

May 2023.

Master, 2/O and 3/O cabin 

doors were damaged. The 

ship’s safe was also 

opened with contents 

missing. Three crew were 

kidnapped.

The Authorities boarded the ship 

for investigation.

During the patrol of Thai Marine Police, they spotted one 

perpetrator trying to steal scrap metals from the fishing 

trawler in front of Sri Songkhla shipyard. There was no crew 

on board as the ship was waiting for overhauling.

The Thai Marine Police officers boarded the ship and 

spotted another two perpetrators cutting and pulling off 

metal sheet in the engine room. All three perpetrators were 

apprehended for further legal action.

There was no crew on 

board.

Scrap metals from fishing 

trawler were stolen.

The Thai Marine Police officers 

boarded the ship and spotted 

another two perpetrators cutting 

and pulling off metal sheet in the 

engine room. All three 

perpetrators were apprehended 

for further legal action.

Duty AB on routine rounds onboard an anchored ship, 

noticed the paint store padlock broken and ship’s stores 

stolen. A search was carried out and no unauthorised 

persons were found onboard the ship.

Ship’s stores stolen NA

Around six to eight robbers armed with knives boarded a 

berthed tanker. Alert crew raised the alarm and mustered 

resulting in the robbers escaping with stolen ship’s stores. 

Incident reported to the coast guard who boarded the 

tanker for investigation

Ship’s stores stolen
Coast Guard boarded the tanker 

for inspection.

 * The position given should be as accurate as possible including latitude and longitude co-ordinates or as a bearing and distance from a conspicuous landmark

NOTE: SOUTH AMERICA: (A) - Atlantic; (C) - Caribbean; (P) - Pacific 


